Arima Race Club
NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS
RACEDAY 20
SATURDAY 30TH JUNE, 2018.
STIPENDARY STEWARDS:

DAVID LOREGNARD

RICHARD HALFHIDE

ERROL MC DAVID

RACE 1
The Stewards noted that #1 SEA DOG whipped around at the start unseating its rider and took no part.
RACE 2

NIL

RACE 3
Jockey N. Samaroo rider of #1 DOCTOR JAMES, placed fourth, and apprentice J. Reyes, rider of #6 CUDDYMOTO,
placed second, were both severly cautioned about the use of the whip.
The Official Veterinarian reported that #8 MONEY MATTERS bled externally indicative of E.I.P.H. and is not to race
before 14.07.2018.
RACE 4
All races were taken off the turf from this race for the rest of the day.
Apprentice T. Phillips rider of #4 MESSI, unplaced, objected against apprentice B. Pahal rider of #2 THE BIG SAINT for
foul riding at the 600 metre mark. Upon hearing the evidence of the riders and viewing the video replay in their presence
the Stewards found that the incident was as a result of general tightening up at that point in the race due to the horses in
contention racing closely. The objection was overruled.
The Starter reported that #5 UNSETTLED HEART, #6 MUSICAL SCORE and #11 THE KING’S GIFT had to be resaddled at the start.
RACE 5

Jockey D. Blackman rider of #14 PAINTED BUDDHA objected against jockey R. Jadoo rider of #1 KHAL DROGO,
unplaced, and N. Samaroo rider of #12 AGAINST THE ODDS, placed second, for foul riding in the final 200 metres.
After hearing the evidence of the riders and viewing the video replay in their presence the Stewards found the
interference to be minimal and did not have an effect on the eventual outcome. The objection was overruled and the
results allowed to stand.
RACE 6
Trainer Richard Stephen was fined $50.00 for incorrect colours on #12 BARBUDA BOY.
The Stewards noted that #13 HAND OF STONE veered sharply to the right on leaving the gates.
The Stewards ordered that BARBUDA BOY be routine tested and the trainer was so advised.
The Official Veterinarian reported that BARBUDA BOY collapsed and died after passing the winning post.
RACE 7
Trainer Richard Stephen was fined $50.00 for incorrect colours on #10 RED CLOUD.
The Stewards noted that #8 MAHA RAJA was very slowly away.
The Official Veterinarian reported that #4 GALAXY bled externally indicative of E.I.P.H. and is not to race before
14.07.2018.
RACE 8

NIL

